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when Forward Will Urban returns
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But Huskies Win
Washington’s Huskies rolled to another victory Saturday, just
suffered a few anxias everyone had expected, but in the process
eleven which gave
ous moments provided by a fired-up Oregon
its best performance of the

O’Brien for the touchdown.
Hostetler’s conversion supplied a
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21-20 Duckling margin.

unit, while Mel Krause and John
Neeley are paired in the other combination. Art Shepherd is recovering from an ankle injury.
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Frosh Coach Don Kirsch has pared his Duckling squad to 30 men
and these will continue to scrimmage against the varsity quintet.
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The Ducks bounced back'with
two unsuccessful scoring bids before cracking pay dirt with a minute left in the half. Earl

Go UNION
PACIFIC

Charles Peterson, Pete Cornac-

chia, Phil Johnson, Clark Smith.

Rest As You Ride
Whatever the weather, travel by train
Go UNION PACIFIC. Take
.
advantage of the convenience of regular schedules. Relax in comfortable
Pullmans or rest-easy coach seats as
you speed over the rails. Arrive refreshed downtown at your destination;
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Forfeits Mark

Volleyball

IM

By Clark Smith
Defaults marked Friday’s

“B”

League volleyball games. Delta Tau
Delta and Phi Sigma Kappa won the
only games played, while Delta Upsilon, Beta Theta Pi, Kappa Sigma,
and Phi Kappa Sigma won via the
forfeit route.

Sigma Alpha Mu, with only three
playing, extended the Phi Sigs
to three games, winning 15-10 and
losing 15-5 and 15-0. The Delts had
too much power for Nestor Hall,
winning easily 15-4' and 15-1.
Cherney, Stan Ray, Merrick, and
Phi Kappa Psi defaulted.
men

Ex-Oregon Star
Has Rough Day

Gillis pass covered 37 of the yards,
and Dick Sprague tallied from the

vision.

terday in his efforts to retain the
passing lead in the National Footfumball League. He was able to comBob
kickoff.
Carey
ensuing
bled on the second play on his 29, plete only one pass in eleven tries,
Ernie Stein recovering for Wash- but that was for a touchdown as his
Ram
teammates
Angeles
ington. Kirkby again scored, this Los
time from the 15.
ground out a 45-14 win over the
Green Bay Packers. The win gave
The Huskies scored their last
the Rams undisputed possession of
in
march
71
a
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touchdown
yard
first place in the NFL National dithe fourth period. A Heinrich to Phil

a

roughing-the-kicker

penalty

gave them the ball on their own
37. Dunham again engineered the
drive, passing 19 to Hal Cuffel
and 27 to Jake Williams after a
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Elsewhere among the pros yes-

terday, the Chicago Bears knocked
the New York Yankees into a second place tie with the Bears as they
notched

a
28-20 win. Cleveland
maintained its lead in the American division with a 34-17 win over

San

Francisco. The New York
Giants dumped the Chicago Cardi-

nals, 51-21, and Philadelphia blanked Washington, 33-0,
in
other
games.
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SAN FRANCISCO—(iP)—Swiftfooted Ollie Matson raced to two
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to Tommy Edwards in
the end zone for the score. Daniels missed the try for point.

pitched

Norm Van Brocklin, Oregon allAmerican passing great of two seasons back, was all but shut out yes-
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5 yard penalty to put the leather
on the Husky 22. From there he

l’hone 4-0353

bowing 27-12.

after the pesky
Kirkby intercepted on the 50. It
took 14 plays again, Kirkby going
over from the one. The next Husky
tally came just five plays after the
came

Oregon was still in the game,
though, and went 63 yards after

Kugene, Oregon

f OR

25, running

hack to the 48. A penalty put the
hall on the 38, and two Dunham
passes covered 23 yards to set up

12.
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Stelle,

shifted to right half, scored from
the 4 to cap a 38 yard drive. End
Boh Anderson started it with an

The first
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the Webfoots until the third quarOutstanding for Jim Aiken’s
ter. Even then the 20-point under- crew were Edwards, -who caught
dogs refused to stay down, coming four passes for 63 yards, and Dunback for a touchdown with just ov- ham on offense and Dick Daugherer a minute to play.
ty, Ray Lung, Bob Anderson, ana*
Trouble Starts Early
Chuck Missfeldt, on defense.
Stung into action by an early OreThe Webfoots go back to work
75
gon threat, Washington moved
week to prepare for Saturday’s
this
yards for the game’s first score late
against Colorado at Boulder.
game
a
in the first period. Roland Kirkby,
After that only Oregon State is left
Husky standout throughout the on this
year’s slate.
Dungame, intercepted one of Hal
and
ham’s passes in his end zone
ran it out to the 25 to start the
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march. Fourteen plays later Quarterback Don Heinrich passed from
the Oregon 17 to Bill Earley on
the
are
guard the 6. Earley went in and Jim RosFour men
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to make the
candidates at the start of the week. enzweig converted
7-0.
one
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form
Jack Keller and Ken Hunt

The deseprate Pups drove 73
two plays
enemy yards in 13 plays midway in the fitoss on the Pup 28 and scored his nal period to gain their 13th consecond touchdown nine plays later secutive win, second straight unwhen he caught another Holland official Northern Division title, and
aerial for a gain of nineteen yards second straight undefeated, untied
and six points. Hostetler again con- season.

gained pigskin possession
later. Hodges intercepted

Oregon Improved

touchdowns to lead the University
of San Francisco Dons to a 27 to 6
victory over the University of San-!
ta Clara Broncos in their annual

IM Schedule
Following

is

today’s

“A” volleyball schedule;
3:50 Court 40—Kappa Sigs

men’s
vs.

Phi Psis
Court

43—MeChesney

vs.

French

football game today.
A crowd of 13,567 saw the Dons
score two touchdowns in the opening quarter and one each in the

4:35 Court 40—Fijis vs. Nestor
Court 43—Delts vs Cherney
5:15 Court 40—Phi Delts vs.

third and fourth periods to post
their first win over Santa Clara

Sigma Nu
Court 43—Stan Ray vs. Sig

since 1937.
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